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Abstract
Extensive efforts have beenmadebybothacademics andpractitioners to understand inter
firm competitive relationship. However, it has never been an easy task to fully character
ize firms and assess their competitive relationship owing to the challenge of information
heterogeneity. In this regard, we propose a novel IT artifact for firm profiling and inter
firm competition assessment guided by Information System Design Theory (ISDT). We
start by constructing a Heterogeneous Occupation Network (HON) using employees’ oc
cupation details and education attainments. Then we adopt a Methpath2Vecbased het
erogeneous network embeddingmodel to learn firms’ latent profiles (embeddings). Using
firm embeddings as input, we train multiple classifiers to assess the competitive relation
ship among the firms. We demonstrate the utility of our IT artifact with extensive experi
mental study and indepth discussions. Our study also reveals that employees’ occupation
and education information significantly contribute to the identification of the focal firm’s
potential competitors.
Keywords: firm profiling, competition assessment, heterogeneous occupation network.

Introduction
Competitor analysis, as an essential component of corporate strategy, has long been a critical yet challenging
task to business. Competitor identification (CI) is a necessary precursor to the task of competitor analysis
and serves as the starting point of forming competitive strategies (Bergen and Peteraf 2002). Timely and
precise identification of potential competitors has considerable impacts on several key tactical and strategic
business goals, e.g., company benchmarking (Knuf 2000; Leem et al. 2008), marketing strategy planning
(Zinkhan and Pereira 1994), talent acquisition and retention (Lewis and Heckman 2006).

From managerial perspectives, two approaches have been proposed for the identification of competitors,
i.e., supplybased and demandbased (Clark and Montgomery 1999). The supplybased approach identi-
fies competitors by assessing similar firms in terms of strategy, technology and products, while the demand
based approach recognizes potential competitors by leveraging customer attitudes and perceptions. Despite
that the demandbased approach is popular in identifying competing products or services in marketing
(Zhang et al. 2013; Zheng et al. 2012), the supplybased approach is favored for the identification of compet-
ing firms in the literature (Bao et al. 2008; Li et al. 2006; Pant and Sheng 2009; Pant and Sheng 2015). In
line with the supplybased approach, firm resources have been studied extensively in understanding firm’s
competitive advantages, especially following the resourcebased view (RBV) (Barney 1991). Meanwhile,
Chen (1996) articulated that resource similarity is one of the two vital firm-specific factors in conducting
competitor analysis (so as for competitor identification). Human resources, as a bundle of human capital
in a direct employment relationship with the firm (Barney 1991), can contribute to firm’s sustained com-
petitive advantages (Lado and Wilson 1994). Evidently, the assessment of the human resources proximity
across multiple firms can serve as a tangible proxy in understanding their competitive relationship.
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Following that, numerous studies have attempted to perform competitor analysis by leveraging human re-
sources across firms (Li 2017; Liu et al. 2020; Pennings andWezel 2007; Zhang et al. 2020). In this study, we
approach this problem through a different lens. The main goal of our study is to design an IT artifact which
can consume employees’ heterogeneous information across firms and perform the assessment of inter-firm
competitions. Attributed to the highly recognized design science research literature (Hevner et al. 2004;
Peffers et al. 2007; Walls et al. 1992), we frame our study based on the popular Information System Design
Theory (ISDT) proposed by Walls et al. (1992). This framework consists of four components, i.e., kernel
theory, metarequirement, metadesign, and testable hypotheses. We base our design on the following the-
ory proposed by Pennings and Wezel (2007): Interfirm personnel mobility is a form of transformation of
firms’ competitive surroundings, which increases the similarity of both routines and resources across or
ganizations, aswell as their competitive interdependence. The requirement of our IT artifact is to study how
employees’ heterogeneous information can project inter-firm competitions. Our design process is driven by
a pivotal work of managerial competitors identification from (Clark and Montgomery 1999). It proposed
a schematic model for competitor identification, which consists of 1) forming firms’ representations; 2) re-
trieving competitor categories from memory; and 3) evaluating similarity of target firms to category rep-
resentations. Following their model, we first construct a Heterogeneous Occupation Network (HON) and
learn the latent representations of firms using a Metapath2Vec-based heterogeneous network embedding
model. Then we assess inter-firm competitions in two ways: 1) evaluating the representations similarities
and 2) employing a broad set of machine learning classifiers. In contrast to Clark andMontgomery (1999)’s
work, our design does not require explicit competitor categories and relies mainly on pairwise firm repre-
sentations. Lastly, following the principle of design as a search process (Hevner et al. 2004), we propose
several testable hypotheses to guide our IT artifact design and meanwhile to validate its efficacy.

Our study focuses on IT industry due to its high inter-firm competition and rich labor market dynamics
in modern business environment. We performed extensive experimental analyses on our model using a
unique dataset sourced from LinkedIn1 and Owler2, and have the following findings. First, our proposed
HON-based system is proven effective in assessing general inter-firm competitions. Second, some unique
information (e.g., employees’ occupational details and education attainments) pertains essential substances
in revealing competitive relationships between firms. Third, our cross-industry studies reveal somemanage-
rial insights on varying effects of employees’ occupation information on inter-firm competition assessment.

The contributions of our study are in three folds. First, we contribute to the literature of design science
research given that our IT artifact is designed by following the framework of Information System Design
Theory (ISDT). Second, we also contribute to the emerging strand of work on inter-firm competition anal-
ysis. We design and implement an IT artifact for firm profiling and competitors identification by utilizing
a heterogeneous network embedding model. To our knowledge, we are the first to apply heterogeneous
network embedding models in tackling the problems alike. Third, our study contributes to validating the
feasibility of using employees’ heterogeneous information (occupation details and education attainments)
for assessing general inter-firm competitions using data from LinkedIn and Owler.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section Related Work reviews the relevant literature and Sec-
tionKernel TheorybasedDesign elaborates the details of our kernel theory-based IT artifact design. Section
Design Evaluation discusses data collection, experimental setup, and evaluation results. Section Discus
sions and Implications shows empirical findings and discusses major implications. And Section Conclusion
concludes our paper in the end.

RelatedWork
This section reviews three streams of literature. We start with the managerial studies on inter-firm compe-
tition and human resources, which closely relates to our kernel theory. Then we reviewmultiple data-driven
inter-firm competition analyses as they are the closest to this study. At last, we summarize the state-of-the-
art studies on heterogeneous network embedding models.

1https://www.linkedin.com/
2https://corp.owler.com/
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Interfirm competition and human resources

Understanding competitors and developing an advantage against them is critical to business, which draws
considerable interests of management, economics, and marketing literature (Clark andMontgomery 1999).
As an earlier work inmanagerial identification of competitors, Clark andMontgomery (1999) reviewed some
prior work and summarized two approaches in identifying competitors: supplybased and demandbased.
The supplybased approach identifies competitors based on the similarity of the competing firms’ attributes
(e.g., business strategy, technology, and products offered) while the demandbased approach relies on the
attributes of customers (e.g., customer attitudes and behaviors). Clark and Montgomery (1999)’s supply
based approach is conceptually linked to one of the two views in understanding inter-firm rivalry in (Chen
1996), i.e., through resource similarity. Their common proposition is to study inter-firm competitions by
regarding firms as bundles of resources and capabilities.

There has been a large body of work on understanding organizational behavior and sustained competitive
advantages through the lens of firm resources, more broadly known as the resourcebased view (RBV) of
firms (Barney 1991; Conner and Prahalad 1996). The concept of firm resources is adopted fromDaft (2006):
all assets, capabilities, competencies, organizational processes, firm attributes, information, and knowledge
that enable the firm to conceive of and implement strategies to improve its efficiency and effectiveness.
According to Barney (2014), firm resources can be divided into four categories: financial capital, physical
capital, human capital, and organizational capital. However, not all these resources contribute to firm’s sus-
tained competitive advantages. To possess this potential, a firm resource must be valuable, rare, inimitable,
and have no adequate substitutes (Barney 1991).

Is human resource a credible proxy through which we can assess inter-firm competitions? Lado andWilson
(1994) discussed why human resource systems can have a profound impact on firm’s sustained competitive
advantage. They argue that the contributions of human resources originate from facilitating the develop-
ment of competencies that are firm-specific and embedded in a firm’s history and culture, and generate
tacit organizational knowledge. Moreover, Wright et al. (1994) adopted the theoretical concepts from the
RBV to affirm that human resources meet the aforementioned requirements: they are valuable, rare, inim-
itable, and non-substitutable. Along this line, a great deal of work on human resource/capital and inter-firm
competition emerged in the literature. One pivotal work by Pennings andWezel (2007) discussed the trans-
formation of a firm’s competitive surroundings through inter-firm employee mobility. They argued that
inter-firm mobility will cause organizational routines replication and therefore the rise of competitive im-
plications. Their discussions and arguments lay a great theoretical foundation to our study, about which we
will have more in-depth discussions in Section Kernel Theorybased Design. From a different perspective,
Li (2017) studied a unique competitive relationship between firms, i.e., competing for talents in the labor
markets, and developed the concept of labor market peer firms. In her paper, she proposed a unique mea-
sure which segments firms based on their labor market similarities, in contrast to using standard industry
codes. She found that the identified labor market peer firms have higher potential in revealing economical
linkages between firms. In a nutshell, it is of sufficient evidence that human resource/capital can serve as a
credible proxy to understanding inter-firm competitions.

Datadriven interfirm competition analysis

In this part, we will discuss various strands of work on data-driven inter-firm competition analyses. For ex-
ample, Bao et al. (2008) proposed a novel algorithm, CoMiner, to automatically mine competitors from the
Web. Their work viewed firm co-occurrences on media reports as evidence of competition. Later, Pant and
Sheng (2009) addressed the competitor identification problemusing somenovel webmetrics extracted from
in-links, out-links as well as texts of websites. Unlike CoMiner, they refined the labels using competitors’
data from amore credible source, Hoover’s API3. Besides online webmetrics, they incorporated offlinemet-
rics (e.g., SIC codes andmarket values of firms) to enhance themodel’s predictive capability (Pant and Sheng
2015). Furthermore, Zhang et al. (2012b) designed and developed a novel probabilistic generativemodel for
latent business relationship mining. Their proposedmethod can discover evolving latent business networks
over time. As a follow-up study, they proposed a semi-supervised method to identify business entities and

3http://developer.hoovers.com/page/overview
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their relationships (Zhang et al. 2012a).

Most recently, studies on the use of human resource information for firm competitor identification have
emerged. As an example, Liu et al. (2020) performed an inter-firm labor market competitor analysis by
leveraging a human capital flow network constructed using a longitudinal employer-employee matched
dataset. Their main focus is to predict future labor market competition. Despite that our study shares some
common theoretical foundations with theirs (e.g., the notion of human resource bundles from RBV), there
are still several notable distinctions. One major difference lies on the target of the study: Liu et al. (2020)
focuses uniquely on the inter-firm competition of labor market and the objective of the model is to predict
future human capital flow, while our analysis is to study how human resources can predict general inter-
firm competitions (given that our source of competitor labels are indistinctive and general). In addition, Liu
et al. (2020)’s method is developed on the basis of human capital flowswhich are considered aggregated in-
formation of employees’ occupational data. Whereas, thanks to heterogeneous network embedding models,
we are able to analyze the raw occupational data (as well as education information) and leverage their pre-
dictive capabilities on inter-firm competitions. The advantage of using heterogeneous network embedding
models will be discussed in our experimental studies in Section Design Evaluation.

As another relevant work, Zhang et al. (2020) also utilized human capital flow (talent flow in their paper) to
assess competitions between companies. Despite that they developed aTalent FlowEmbedding (TFE)model
to measure pairwise competitive relationship of firms, the underlying network still relies on the aggregated
flows, similar to Liu et al. (2020)’s work. And the competitiveness that their model attempts to assess is
selfdefined using human capital flow metrics and therefore subjective, which cannot reflect the genuine
inter-firm competitive relationship. Instead, our model’s capability is examined using real and credible
competitor labels, thanks to Owler’s data.

Heterogeneous network embedding models

Graph embedding models have enjoyed rising popularity in various scholarly and practical domains in re-
cent years. Depending on the types of nodes and/or edges, the models are categorized into homogeneous
networkbased (only a single type of node and edge involved) and heterogeneous networkbased (withmul-
tiple types of nodes and/or edges). In our study, we mainly focus on heterogeneous network embedding
models (Shi et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2020). As an overview, Yang et al. (2020) summarizes and evalu-
ates existing studies on heterogeneous network embedding (HNE), covering proximity-preserving meth-
ods, message-passing methods, and relation-learning methods. Proximity-preserving methods capture the
network’s topological information by preserving different types of proximity among nodes. They can be fur-
ther divided into two groups: randomwalk approaches (e.g.,Metapath2Vec (Dong et al. 2017) andHIN2Vec
(Fu et al. 2017)) and first/second-order proximity-based approaches (e.g., PTE (Tang et al. 2015) andHEER
(Shi et al. 2018)). In contrast, message-passing methods aim to learn node embeddings by aggregating the
information from neighbors, e.g,HAN (Wang et al. 2019),HetGNN (Zhang et al. 2019) andHGT (Hu et al.
2020). Relation-learning methods are widely adopted in knowledgebase (KB) embedding. It is to learn a
scoring function which evaluates an arbitrary triplet and outputs a scalar tomeasure the acceptability of this
triplet. Popularmethods in this category include TransE (Bordes et al. 2013), DistMult (Yang et al. 2015) and
ConvE (Dettmers et al. 2018). Yang et al. (2020) performed rigorous and detailed evaluations of the afore-
mentioned models for two major tasks in network analysis: node classification and link prediction. Their
study showed that overall,Metapath2vec is superior or at least comparable to most other models, including
message-passing methods and relation-learning methods. We therefore opt for the Metapath2Vecbased
model to learn firm latent representations in our study.

Kernel Theorybased Design
Thedesign of our system is essentially guided by Information SystemDesignTheory (ISDT), whichwas orig-
inally developed by Walls et al. (1992). It consists of four components: kernel theories,metarequirement,
metadesign, and testable hypotheses.
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Kernel theory: interfirm personnel mobility as a form of transformation of firms’
competitive surroundings

The kernel theory for our IT artifact design originates from (Pennings andWezel 2007). The authors pointed
out that interfirm personnel mobility is a form of transformation of firms’ competitive surroundings,
which will cause organizational routines replication and therefore the rise of competitive implications.
Routines are patterned sequences of learned behavior involving multiple actors who are linked by relations
of communication and/or authority (Cohen and Bacdayan 1994). There is a high propensity toward routine
replications when individuals migrate from one firm to the other. Meanwhile, industry experience and edu-
cational attainment also act as surrogate indicators of the ability and competence of human capital (Pennings
andWezel 2007). According to the Resource-based View (RBV), human capital is a special type of resource,
which combines skills and knowledge gained from prior work experiences and education. Firms compet-
ing for talents with comparable work experience or education background tend to be more homogeneous
and therefore have a higher chance to compete. Thus, we aim to investigate the extent to which employees’
occupation and education details can distill inter-firm competitions.

Metarequirements and metadesign

Metarequirements are referred to as the class of goals to which the kernel theories apply. Our meta
requirements are to develop an effective system for assessing firms’ competitive relationships based on col-
lective information of their employees’ occupation and education. Following our kernel theory, collective
information about human capital and personnel mobility has significant implications for the firm’s compet-
itive surroundings. In other words, employees’ occupation details presumably unveil firms’ internal essen-
tials and their positions in the environment of business competition.

In addition, Metadesign aims to construct a class of IT artifacts which can meet the metarequirements
in a rigorous manner. Our metadesign process operationalizes the theoretical framework of managerial
competitors identification from (Clark andMontgomery 1999). According to their theory, the identification
of firms’ competitors is achieved by 1) forming firms’ representations; 2) retrieving competitor categories;
and 3) evaluating the similarity of target firms to category representations. We adopt and improve their
framework to realize our IT artifact design given the uniqueness of ourmetarequirements. Following Clark
andMontgomery (1999)’smodel, obtaining firms’ representations is the critical first step. But unfortunately,
no explicit andmeasurable constructs have been developed in their study. We thus attempt to operationalize
the notion of firms’ representations as numeric vectors (i.e., firm embeddings) by leveraging the power of
the heterogeneous network embedding models. Meanwhile, we assess inter-firm competition through the
lens of human capital information, rather than as the similarity of industry or market categories. Thus, we
do not need to include the explicit category in the operation (as the second step of Clark and Montgomery
(1999)’s framework). Instead, our assessment of inter-firm competitions is in two ways: 1) by measuring
the similarity of their firm embeddings; or 2) by developing predictive models using supervised classifiers.
We elaborate the design details in the following.

The design of Heterogeneous occupation network (HON)

We first need to construct a heterogeneous information network to incorporate various information (e.g.,
occupational records and educational attainments) in a flexiblemanner. Following Yang et al. (2020)’s sum-
mary on heterogeneous networks, we formally present the notion of our uniqueHeterogeneous Occupation
Network (HON) here.

Definition 1 (Heterogeneous Occupation Network (HON)) AHeterogeneousOccupationNetwork
(HON) is defined as GO = (V O,EO,AO,CO). AO = {F, P, J, S} where each denotes, respectively, Firm
(F), Employee (P), Job (J) and School (S) and CO = {offer, hire, work, study} which includes F ←→ J
(offer), F ←→ P (hire), P ←→ J (work), and P ←→ S (study).

Here, Firms (F) can offer different Jobs (J) and hire a number of Employees (P). Employees (P) may have
studied in one or more Schools (S) and are currently working or formerly worked on single or multiple Jobs
(J). In Figure 1, we present a schematic illustration of our HON network with some typical scenarios. For
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Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

𝑭𝟐

𝑭𝟏 𝑱𝟏

𝑱𝟐

𝑷𝟐

𝑷𝟏

𝑺𝟏

𝑺𝟐

Figure 1. A conceptual presentation of our HON network

example, Scenario 1 shows that employee P1 has worked at firm F1 with two different jobs J1 and J2. In
Scenario 2, we can observe an interesting case where firm F1 and F2 offer the same job J1 which is nonethe-
less taken by two different employees P1 and P2. Scenario 3 presents a possible case where one individual
P1 has studied at two different schools S1 and S2 while s/he and P2 are both alumni of school S1. In such a
network, ametapath traverses multiple nodes and edges. The formal definition ofmetapath is given below.

Definition 2 (Metapath) A Metapath P is defined on the network schema G denoted in the form of
a1

c1←→ a2
c2←→ · · · cL←→ aL+1, where al ∈ A are node types and cl ∈ C are link types, respectively, and

1 ≤ l ≤ L.

For simplicity, we can also use a sequence of node types to denote the meta path if there is only one relation
type between the same pair of link types, e.g., P = (a1a2 · · · aL+1). As such, in our proposed HON network,
one typical example ofmetapath is F offer←−−→ J

worked_by←−−−−−→ P
study←−−→ S, which can be denoted (FJPS). Note

that the links are undirected in our HON network.

Firm representation learning

Definition 3 (Heterogeneous Network Embedding) ForagivenheterogeneousnetworkG = (V ,E,
A,C), heterogeneous network embedding is a mapping function F : V 7→ R|V |×d(d� |V |), which defines
the latent representation of each node v ∈ V and captures network topological information in E.
As for the heterogeneous network embedding task, we opt for a random walk-based model,Metapath2Vec
(Dong et al. 2017), mainly due to its effectiveness and evidenced competency in a variety of applications
(Yang et al. 2020). Metapath2Vec is a variant of Node2Vec, its homogeneous network embedding counter-
part (Grover and Leskovec 2016), both of which root in the idea of a word embedding model, Skipgram
based Word2Vec (Mikolov et al. 2013), from the natural language processing (NLP) research community.
Simply put, given a sentence, the continuous Skip-gram model uses a focal word as an input to a log-linear
classifier with a continuous projection layer of Feedforward NNLM (Neural Net Language Model), and pre-
dicts words within a certain range (context window) before and after the focal word. The model’s final out-
puts are word-specific latent representations (word embeddings). Following this idea, Metapath2Vec first
exploits metapath-guided random walks on the network to generate “sentences”. Given a metapath scheme
P : a1

c1←→ a2
c2←→ · · · cL←→ aL+1, the transition probability at step l is defined as:

P (vl+1 | vl,P) =
{ 1

|Nl(vl)| ϕ (vl+1) = al+1, ψ (vl, vl+1) = cl
0 otherwise (1)

whereNl(vl) = {u|ψ(u, vl) = cl}. The flow of the randomwalker is conditioned on the pre-definedmetapath
P . These simulated “flows” are pseudo-sentenceswhich are to generate skip-grams, inputs to the continuous
Skip-gram model. The objective ofMetapath2Vec (Dong et al. 2017) is

J =
∑
v∈V

∑
u∈G(v)

log
exp

(
qT
uqv

)∑
u′∈V exp

(
qT
u′qv

) , (2)
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where qu, qv are embeddings for node u, v respectively and G(v) is the contexts (a.k.a. skip-grams) of v in
P . To illustrate the idea in our setting, we assume a metapath (F1P1F2J1P2...) and a context window size
of 2. If we attend to node F2, the context of node F2 is thus G(F2) = {F1, P1, J1, P2}. Note that the initial
Metapath2Vec model proposed by (Dong et al. 2017) does not deal with the scenario involving multiple
metapaths. In our work, the model is revised to leverage multiple metapaths which are randomly traversed
in a uniform distribution. Providing that Metapath2Vec is based on random walks, its node embedding
resultsmay fluctuate with varying randomparameter initializations. But later in SectionDesign Evaluation,
we will observe that the results are statistically stable.

Assessment of interfirm competition

Recall that our metarequirement is to mine the inter-firm competitive relationship based on information
about employees’ occupations and education. We therefore define firms’ competition as follows.

Definition 4 (Firms’ Competition) Given a HON GO = (V O,EO,AO,CO), a competitive relation is
defined between two firms Fi, Fj ∈ V O for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ |V O| and i 6= j. We state that competition exists
between firm i and j if the relation Fi

compete←−−−−→ Fj is observed; otherwise not.

Note that we will perform inter-firm competition assessment in two ways. First, we can compute the simi-
larity of pairwise firm embeddings as the measure of competition. Or we can leverage supervised classifiers
to further distill more granular competitive dynamics between firms.

Testable hypotheses

As for the testable hypotheses, we mainly focus on the feasibility and the effectiveness of the IT artifact
(Walls et al. 1992). The feasibility is demonstrated by the final instantiation of our developed system, which
will be detailed in SectionDesign instantiation. The effectiveness is evaluated through extensive experimen-
tal studies and tested on our proposed hypotheses. Prior to that, we first articulate our testable hypotheses.

Our inter-firm competition assessment problem can be viewed as a link prediction problem on a homoge-
neous network in which firms are nodes and pairwise competitive relationships are edges. Link predictions
aim to model the network link formation process by predicting missed or future relationships based on cur-
rently observed connections (Al Hasan and Zaki 2011). There have been numerous studies of network link
predictionmethods,mostly in the field of social network analysis (AlHasan andZaki 2011; Liben-Nowell and
Kleinberg 2007). These traditional methods of extracting structural information from network data usually
depend on topological statistical information, aggregation coefficients or the limitations of handcrafted fea-
tures (Li and Pi 2020). By contrast, network representation learning aims to learn low-dimensional latent
features from the given network data which encode a variety of structural and semantic information. Net-
work representation learning has proven useful in many tasks of data mining and machine learning such
as link prediction, node classification, and network reconstruction (Li and Pi 2020). Given the different
methods for addressing our target problem, we propose our first testable hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1. Firm latent representations learned fromourhomogeneous/heterogeneous networks have
stronger capabilities in assessing interfirm competition than traditional network link predictionmethods.

Network representation learning methods can be categorized into two groups according to the underlying
network types: homogeneous network embedding and heterogeneous network embedding. A homoge-
neous network contains single type of node and edge. Heterogeneous networks overcome the limitation of
single types of node and edge and thus encompassmore diversified and richer information on different enti-
ties and relationships. Heterogeneous network embedding couldmap different heterogeneous objects into a
unified latent space and thus grasp more network essentials (Li and Pi 2020). Thus, we argue that firm rep-
resentations learned from HON can capture more competitive dynamics, as opposed to the representations
distilled from a homogeneous network, which brings our second hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2. Firm latent representations learned from HON capture more competitive dynamics than
those learned from a homogeneous network constructed using talent mobility flows.

Humancapital theory distinguishes industry-specific from firm-specific human capital (Becker 1964). Industry-
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specific human capital is knowledge about complicated business routines that can be developed through
professional education and industry experience and can be transferred across firms in the same industry.
Firm-specific human capital is knowledge about unique routines and procedures that have limited value
outside the firm. For valuable know-how and expertise that are transferable to other firms along with the
migration of employees, educational attainment and industry experience act as key surrogate indicators
(Pennings and Wezel 2007). We posit that the incorporation of information about employees’ past occu-
pation and education is essential to uncover competitive message between firms. We thus argue that the
integration of employees’ occupation and education information can help improve inter-firm competitive
assessment. Our third hypothesis is defined below.

Hypothesis 3. The integration of employees’ occupation and education information can enhance the
model’s efficacy of interfirm competition assessment.

Design instantiation

This section discusses the instantiation of our IT artifact in four phases. First, heterogeneous data is col-
lected, extracted and parsed from two online data sources (LinkedIn andOwler). Second, we utilize employ-
ees’ occupation and education information to construct a Heterogeneous Occupation Network (HON). To
examine the effects of heterogeneous data, we construct a number of network variants using varying types
of nodes and edges. Four HON variants are investigated, whose metapath sets are summarized here: BASE:
{FPF}; BASE+JOB: {FPF, FJPJF}; BASE+EDU: {FPF, FPSPF}; and OVERALL: {FPF , FJPJF ,
FPSPF}. As an example, {FPF, FJPJF} means the network is constructued using two types of meta-
paths: 1) F hire←−→ P

hired_by←−−−−→ F and 2) F offer←−−→ J
worked_by←−−−−−→ P

work←−−→ J
offered_by←−−−−−−→ F . In the third

stage, the Metapath2Vec algorithm is used to learn company latent representations on several structured
networks. Lastly, inter-firm competition assessment is performed by 1) computing the similarity of pairwise
firm embeddings and 2) leveraging a broad set of supervised classifiers for prediction.

Design Evaluation

Data Collection

To our knowledge, there is no single publicly-accessible database storing all the required information for
our study (e.g., employees’ occupation, educational background and inter-firm competition). We therefore
retrieved and processed the original data from two data sources and integrated them into one unique dataset
for our analysis.

LinkedIn data. Launched in 2003, LinkedIn is a professional networking platform which allows mem-
bers (both employees and employers) to develop profiles and build “connections”.4 It reaches over 700mil-
lion registered members from more than 200 countries and territories worldwide as of November 2020.5
LinkedIn users generally have commitments to assure the credibility of their self-reported personal data.
A typical LinkedIn profile mainly contains: i) current and past employment records and ii) educational
attainments (e.g., school name, academic degree, specialized subject, start and end months, etc.). (e.g.,
employer names, job titles, job functions, start and end months, etc.)

Our study focuses on the IT industry. Our data was collected by crawling individual’s profile, following a
well-selected list of IT-related industry sectors. Specifically, we searched individual profiles using the in-
dustry as the query keyword and tried to extract all matched profiles for each industry. Figure 2 showcases
the distribution of employee profiles across all industry categories in our data, in which Information Tech
nology and Services and Computer Software are the most dominant groups. Recall that our HON is con-
structed with four types of node (Firm, Employee, Job, and School) and multiple metapaths. We compute
and present the key statistics of our HON as well as its node-degree distribution in Figure 3. Meanwhile,
Figure 4a presents the longitudinal distribution of the employment and education records. We can see most
employment records are between 1990 and 2018 and the majority of education records are situated in the

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LinkedIn
5https://about.linkedin.com/
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Figure 2. Distribution of employee profiles across all industry sectors

Node Count Edge Count

Firm (F ) 520 F
hire←−→ P 85,658
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Figure 3. HON network statistics and its nodedegree distribution

1970-2018 timeframe. On the other hand, Figure 4b displays the longitudinal distribution of firms by year
of their first recruitment record, ranging from 1960 to 2018 in our dataset. In fact, our database contains
a broad set of companies, from old giants (IBM, Apple and Microsoft), new giants (Google, Amazon and
LinkedIn) to new upstarts (Zynga, Pinterest and Instagram).

Original job titles in our dataset are self-reported and relatively cluttered. It is crucial to normalize job titles
and retain commonly-shared terms pertaining to job responsibilities and functions. In this regard, we lever-
age the Industrial and Professional Dataset (IPOD) released by Liu et al. (2019). IPOD is a comprehensive
corpus which consists of over 190,000 job titles drawn from over 56,000 profiles. Three domain experts
created a gazetteer with domain-specific job terms, which are classified into Responsibility, Function and
Location. To retain cleaner job titles, we preserve only the terms labelled as Responsibility or Function, re-
sulting in 3,388 distinct job titles. Meanwhile, the school profile links (rather than school names) are used
as school identifiers to avoid ambiguity.

Owler data. To obtain credible competitor labels, we use another well-recognized business intelligence
database, Owler. Owler is specialized in business intelligence with its data mined and used by a community
of over 5M reliable and knowledgeable business professionals6. Meanwhile, it is subscribed by FACTSET7,
a globally-recognized financial data and service provider who works with over 7000 financial service firms
worldwide. In Owler, for each focal company, top 10 competitors are presented in its site’s Competitive
Intelligence section. And no evidence has shown that the competitors are selected given any specific criteria.
Therefore, we argue that it is rational to view them as the credible labels of general competitors. Table 1
lists a curated set of firms and their top three competitors retrieved from Owler.

These two databases are linked using a fuzzy entity matching of firm names through measuring their Lev
enshtein distances. We retain only the firm pairs with similarity scores of 95% or higher as candidates and
then confirm the 520 matched companies via manual verification. More statistics are shown in Figure 3.

6https://corp.owler.com/data-licensing
7https://www.factset.com/marketplace/catalog/product/owler-private-company-data
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Figure 4. Data distribution in chronological order

Dell Microsoft Amazon LinkedIn Salesforce Best Buy Uber

#1 HP Apple Walmart NewWork Oracle Walmart Lyft
#2 Lenovo Cisco ebay indeed SAP Target Ola
#3 IBM Google Alibaba ZipRecruiter Adobe Costco Didi

Table 1. Examples of firms and their top3 competitors (from Owler)

Evaluation Setup

This section details our evaluation setup. Note that from 520 company nodes, we have extracted 675 pairs
of competitors from the Owler dataset. As a common practice in model building, we split the firm pairs
into training/validation/testing sets with a ratio of 7:2:1. Given any company from a competitor-pair in
the training and validation sets, we randomly sample another non-competitor counterpart to construct a
negative sample, which ends up with a balanced dataset of competitors and noncompetitors. The test set is
augmented with all possible firm pairs to preserve the true percentage of competitors, which aims to reflect
the real scenario. We then evaluate and compare the models in four different categories.

HMO linkpredictionmodels. We start by downgrading ourHON into a homogeneous network (HMO),
e.g., a network with single-type of node and edge. We preserve solely the focal Firm (F) nodes and generate
edges between any two firms if common employees are identified in our dataset. Then three models are
included in this category. The first one is Common Neighbors (CN), which simply counts the number of
neighbors that two nodes have in common: score(u, v) = |Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)|, where Γ(·) denotes the set of neigh-
bors. The second is Jaccard’s Coefficient (JC), measuring the probability that both u and v have common
features, where “features” are node neighbors: score(u, v) = |Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)|/|Γ(u) ∪ Γ(v)|. The third, Pref
erential Attachment (PA), refers to the observation that in networks that grow over time, the probability
that an edge is “attached” to a node with d neighbors is proportional to d (Kunegis et al. 2013), with a score
function is as score(u, v) = |Γ(u)| · |Γ(v)| (Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg 2007).

HMOembeddingbasedproximitymodel. Wealso employ aHMOnode embeddingmodel,Node2Vec
(Grover and Leskovec 2016), as an opponent. The Node2Vec model is trained on this HMO network and
export latent representations for each node (firm). To measure inter-firm competition, cosine similarities
of pairwise firm embeddings are computed. This model is denoted asHMOCOS.

HON embeddingbased proximity model. Using HON-based firm embeddings, we bring in a similar
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CN JC PA HMOCOS HONCOS

Pr@10 0.100 0.111 0.100 0.120 0.224
Re@10 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.009
F1@10 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.017
AP 0.027 0.027 0.025 0.018 0.035
AUC 0.706 0.710 0.693 0.709 0.727

Table 2. Comparison of the link prediction models and embeddingsbased models

HONCOS HONLG HONSVM HONNN HONRF

BASE

Pr@10 0.150 0.000 0.000 0.220 0.230
Re@10 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.009
F1@10 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.017 0.018
AP 0.026 0.009 0.009 0.020 0.025
AUC 0.711 0.709 0.726 0.715 0.724

BASE+JOB

Pr@10 0.252 0.000 0.040 0.100 0.363
Re@10 0.010 0.000 0.002 0.004 0.015
F1@10 0.020 0.000 0.003 0.008 0.028
AP 0.035 0.009 0.016 0.018 0.030
AUC 0.744 0.715 0.774 0.755 0.741

BASE+EDU

Pr@10 0.250 0.000 0.040 0.130 0.262
Re@10 0.010 0.000 0.002 0.005 0.011
F1@10 0.019 0.000 0.003 0.010 0.021
AP 0.035 0.009 0.013 0.021 0.029
AUC 0.731 0.712 0.761 0.745 0.737

OVERALL

Pr@10 0.224 0.000 0.050 0.100 0.307
Re@10 0.009 0.000 0.002 0.004 0.012
F1@10 0.017 0.000 0.004 0.008 0.024
AP 0.035 0.009 0.016 0.019 0.030
AUC 0.727 0.712 0.772 0.750 0.742

Table 3. Comparison of the HON embeddingbased models

proximity model as another baseline. Metapath2Vec is trained on top of the HON network and cosine simi-
larity is computed for each pair of firm embeddings. Note that the node embeddings are randomly initialized
with the dimensionality of 64. We denote this model asHONCOS.

HON embeddingbased supervised classifiers. Given the pre-computed HON-based firm embed-
dings, we use supervised classifiers to enhance the model’s capability of inter-firm competition assessment.
Multiple popular machine learning classification models are taken into account (Tan et al. 2016), such as
Logistic Regression (HONLG), Support Vector Machine (HONSVM), Random Forest (HONRF), and
Neural Networks (HONNN). All modeling parameters are tuned to achieve their best performances.

Note that the inter-firm competition assessment is a binary classification problem and themodel calculates
a score between 0 and 1 given any firm pair. A higher score indicates stronger inter-firm competition. For
evaluation, we employ some common performance metrics from the field of information retrieval (IR).
We begin with Precision@k (Pr@k), Recall@k (Re@k) and F1score@k (F1@k), where @k denotes that
only the items with the top-k highest scores are considered. Here we take k = 10 as it simply aligns with
our ground-truth of top 10 competitors for each firm. We further include Average Precision (AP) as AP =
(1/N)

∑N
k=1 Pr@k forN candidate companies andAreaUnderROCCurve (AUC). These twometrics better

reflect a model’s overall performance over the full range of trade-offs between sensitivity and specificity.

Experimental Results

We have performed two experimental studies. In our first experiment, we apply four models (CN, JC, PA
and HMOCOS) on the homogeneous network HMO and apply the HONCOS model on the heteroge-
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neous network HON with the OVERALL setting. To accommodate the randomness of the embeddings
learning algorithms (HMOCOS andHONCOS), we first run the twomodels for 30 timeswith random ini-
tialization of parameters, respectively. We then pick the top-ten best performers on validation set and report
their average performance scores on the test set. Table 2 showcases the scores of CN, JC, PA,HMOCOS
and HONCOS on the evaluation metrics. We observe that HONCOS outperforms other models on all
performance measures, as expected. Meanwhile, for the sake of statistical rigor, we perform the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test (Demšar 2006) on AUC scores. Specifically, we test AUC score differences of the three
non-embedding-based methods with 1) HMOCOS and 2) HONCOS and list the test results in Table 4.
Looking at the first three columns, we find that nearly all three non-embedding-based link prediction mod-
els perform worse than embedding-based models (except JC vs. HMOCOS), which supports Hypothesis
1. Meanwhile,HONCOS beats the homogeneous network-basedHMOCOSmodel, which thus supports
ourHypothesis 2.

CN JC PA HMOCOS

w.r.t. HMOCOS 0.0032** 0.0008 0.0162**
w.r.t. HONCOS 0.0208** 0.0168** 0.0338** 0.0177**
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Table 4. AUC differences between HMOCOS and other models
In the second experiment, we turn our attention to the HON-based models. We build four supervised clas-
sifiers on top of the HON-based firm embeddings. We take firm pairs as instances and their concatenated
embeddings as the input to train the classifiers. Since inter-firm competition is undirected in our study,
the concatenated vector of the swapped embeddings for any firm pair is also valid for model training. The
performances of each model on the test set are presented in Table 3. Most of the HON embedding-based
supervised classifiers perform better thanHONCOS. Among all,HONSVM achieves the best AUC scores
but performs poorly in terms of precision, recall and F1score. By contrast, HONRF demonstrates more
balanced and stronger performance on almost all metrics. We therefore takeHONRF as our default model
for the following analyses and discussions. On the other hand, we can observe from Table 3 that the mod-
els’ performances are generally better on HON networks with JOB and/or EDU information. The Wilcoxon
signed-rank test results in Table 5 further affirms this argument, which therefore supports Hypothesis 3.

BASE+JOB BASE+EDU OVERALL

w.r.t. BASE 0.0314*** 0.0225*** 0.0259***
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Table 5. AUC differences of models built on BASEbased HON and other HONs

Discussions and Implications
Lift measure. We start by examining the effectiveness of firm latent representations on assessing inter-
firm competition. In specific, we use the lift measure, which is interpreted as the extent to which it “pushes
up” the positive instances over the negative instances in an ordered list and thus quantifies the comparative
advantages over random guessing (Provost and Fawcett 2013). The calculation process is as follows. Given
any firm i in our data, we first compute the cosine similaritybetween its embedding and that of all other firms
learned by our proposed HON-based embedding models. Then with any given percentage p, we choose the
top p% of firms based on their calculated similarity scores w.r.t. firm i. We label IX(p, i) = 1 if any selected
firm pair has true competitive relationships, verified using our ground-truth labels fromOwler; otherwise 0.
Note thatX denotes any of these four variations of HON, i.e., BASE,BASE+JOB,BASE+EDU, orOVERALL.
As a baseline, we repeat such calculation by randomly selecting p% of firms and calculating IR(p, i). Our lift
measure ends up as

liftX(p) =

∑N
i=1 I

X(p, i)∑N
i=1 I

R(p, i)
. (3)
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Figure 6. AUC differences by different industry pairs

By altering p, we can generate the lift curves given different variation of HON, as shown in Figure 5. As
a benchmark, we also include the lift curve calculated using an industry-based approach: viewing firms
within the same industry as competitors. The plots clearly show that ourHON-basedmodels have significant
advantages over the industry-based baseline. Note that our best model has over three times of the chance,
as opposed to random guessing, in correctly predicting firm i’s competitors if taking top 5% other firms as
competitor candidates.

Added value of JOB and EDU. To better understand the added-value of occupation and education
information in inter-firm competition assessment, we group the firm pairs based on their industry sectors
and examine the model’s performance separately. Given each industry pair, we calculate the AUC scores
of all firm pairs for model HONRF built on the BASE, BASE+JOB and BASE+EDU networks. Then
the AUC differences between them are presented in Figure 6. Note that we excluded the industry pairs with
a small number (<10) of firm pairs and 9 pairs remain. It is prominent that the efficacy of JOB and EDU
information varies across different industry pairs.

To understand the possible causes to these disparity, we reviewed an emerging stream of work on general
vs. specific human capital and transferability of skills (Gathmann and Schönberg 2010; Kambourov and
Manovskii 2009; Parent 2000; Shaw 1987). It is broadly recognized that human capital is partially trans-
ferable across occupations (Gathmann and Schönberg 2010) and that the probability of movement to a new
occupation is positively related to the transferability of skills required in both positions (Shaw 1987). One
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Figure 7. Firmpair distributions based on normalized marginal utilities

interesting pattern in Figure 6 is that, for Computer Software-related pairs, the added JOB information
does not enhance the model’s differentiability in terms of inter-firm competition, while the improvement is
more prominent in Computer Hardware-related pairs. We posit that job title variability is less informative
in the Computer Software or Information Technology and Services industries, as the required technical
skills (e.g., computer programming and software development) are more transferable across occupations.
On the contrary, the required skills for jobs in the Computer Hardware industry (e.g., computer chips, cir-
cuit boards, or manufacturing and production) are more unique and function-specific.

Marginal utility of JOB and EDU. Furthermore, we attempt to understand themarginal utility of JOB
and EDU information to inter-firm competition assessment. In specific, we compute the ranks of all firm
pairs according to their competitive scores estimated by HONRF built on the aforementioned three net-
works, i.e., BASE, BASE+JOB and BASE+EDU. To quantify how the added information can help reveal
more subtleties in inter-firm competition, we develop the notion ofMarginal Utility for a given competitive
firm pair (i, j) with added JOB and EDU information, respectively:

Marginal_UtilityJOB(i, j) = RankBASE+JOB(i, j)−RankBASE(i, j),

Marginal_UtilityEDU (i, j) = RankBASE+EDU (i, j)−RankBASE(i, j).
(4)

whereRankX(i, j)denotes the rank order of competitive scores for the firmpair (i, j) computed by themodel
trained on the basis of the heterogeneous networkX. Marginal Utility is the additional utility gained from
the model by adding a specific piece of information (JOB or EDU) into the network. To align the scales, we
further propose Normalized Marginal Utility as:

Normalized_Marginal_UtilityJOB(i, j) =
Marginal_UtilityJOB(i, j)

N
,

Normalized_Marginal_UtilityEDU (i, j) =
Marginal_UtilityEDU (i, j)

N
,

(5)

where N is the total number of firm pairs. We then scatter all firm pairs given their Normalized Marginal
Utilities in Figure 7. The more the points are scattered towards the upper-right corner (the first quadrant),
the higher the marginal utility (JOB and EDU) would be. The shape of the distribution reveals moderate
correlation between the two variables, which also signifies that occupation and education information tend
to offer similar efficacy in assessing inter-firm competition. We highlight some representative firm pairs
in the plot and find that Computer Hardware firms are more likely to reside in the first quadrant while
Computer Software firms tend to be in the third quadrant. This pattern aligns with our earlier observations.
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Conclusion
Summary. In this paper, we have attempted to address the important yet challenging inter-firm compe-
tition assessment problem. We adopted the Information Systems Design Theory (ISDT) framework (Walls
et al. 1992) to guide the design of our IT artifact. Our proposed system is built on the kernel theory that inter-
firm personnel mobility is a form of transformation of firms’ competitive surroundings, which will cause or-
ganizational routines replication and therefore the rise of competitive implications. In specific, we start by
constructing a Heterogeneous Occupation Network (HON) among firms and employees using employees’
occupation and education information, and then leverage a Metapath2Vec-based heterogeneous network
embedding algorithm to learn firms’ latent representations (embeddings). Then, the inter-firm competition
is assessed in two ways: 1) by computing the similarities of firm embeddings and 2) by building a broad
set of supervised classifiers on the concatenated firm embeddings. Following the principle of design as a
search process (Hevner et al. 2004), we performed extensivemodel evaluations and comparisons, including
1) assessing the effectiveness of our model on four different HON variants and 2) comparing our model with
other selected baseline models. Our analysis focuses on IT industry using the data sourced from LinkedIn
andOwler. To summarize, our study has the following findings. The design process and experimental analy-
sis demonstrate the effectiveness of our IT artifact in assessing general inter-firm competitions. Meanwhile,
the rigorous statistical testings reveal that employees’ occupation and education details can further improve
the model’s capability for our task.

Limitations and future work. We further discuss some limitations of our work, which aims to foster
more future research. First, our study focuses solely on IT industry. It would be worth investigating other
industry sectors in the future to see whether similar conclusions can be drawn. Second, our main objec-
tive is to develop an IT artifact using a heterogeneous network embedding model by leveraging its capabil-
ity of integrating multiple types of information. We have not exerted ourselves to completely re-build the
Metapath2Vec-basedmodel or examine other network embeddingmodels. One follow-upwork is to investi-
gate and renovate other heterogeneous network embeddingmodels for better firm representations learning.
Third, individual employment data are dynamic and inter-firm competitive relationships also change over
time. It is worth studying the variation of inter-firm competition over time using dynamic heterogeneous
occupation networks. Lastly, we can later develop an end-to-end solution by systematically fusing the two
components: firm embeddings learning and inter-firm competition assessment. The reason to put aside
this idea is owing to one main objective in our study: to examine the potential of firm embeddings that are
exclusively learned from employees’ occupation and education information in an unsupervisedmanner. But
an integral end-to-end system is surely worth more in-depth research.
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